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Overview
Canbus is a communications protocol used in late model vehicles to enable the various
computers within the vehicle to talk to each other over a twisted pair wire. The Canbus
protocol is standard, however the messages that are sent are manufacturer (and sometimes
model) specific. The Canbus translator allows engine conversions with different messaging
to the original engine management system to integrate into the vehicle by translating the
messaging from the new engine to the existing vehicle’s messaging system.

Translator History
The AGT Canbus Translator was originally released in 2015 with basic functions to allow
engine conversions into late model vehicles utilising the Canbus communications network.
Its primary function was to provide a working a dash cluster, with a functional tachometer,
temperature gauge, warning lamps and allow other systems to function correctly such as
Electric Power Steering (EPS), Radiator Fans and A/C. The original module was used in the
BRZ/GT86/FRS platform as well as some Subaru’s and Nissans. The units were designed
predominantly for GM gen4 (which also uses Canbus), however any engine could be used
with a few extra inputs for basic functionality.
The BRZ/GT86/FRS conversions started to gain in popularity, and we designed a plug and
play version, that not only dd the basics, but got just about every system within the vehicle
working as it should from the factory. This included better traction control, cruise control
and the pushbutton start system. The other advantage is that the translator plugged into
the original engine ECU plugs, and no working modifications were needed to be done to the
car, only slight modifications to the LS engine harness.
There was still a market however for the wire in version. Some installations are already
wired up with a “stand alone” harness, or are not using an LS3 style (E38) engine
management system. In these situations, it better to wire in a translator to suit the vehicle
configuration. In late 2019 we totally redesigned the hardware of the original wire in
translator. It received the same 32bit processor as the “plug and play” version which
allowed it to better process traction control equations. It also received extra inputs/outputs
to allow it to do just about everything the “plug and play” version offered. Two extra plugs
were added. One extra plug provided the optional throttle pedal conversion (allowing the
BRZ/GT86/FRS pedal to drive the LS3 ECU). The second plug provided extra wiring to allow
functions such as cruise control, pushbutton start, and reverse lamps.
Mid-2020 we updated the software further to allow end user custom adjustability to allow
the unit to be used with different engine management systems, particularly adjustable
analog outputs for accelerator, brake and clutch pedal simulation.
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Installation
Wiring – Supported Canbus ECU (Mandatory Wiring)
The Canbus translator is contained within a robust plastic enclosure with mounting tabs
allowing it to be screwed or tied to part of the vehicle to keep it secure.
A 14 pin multi-pole plug is used to allow easy disconnection and a basic wiring harness with
tails is provided to allow wiring into the vehicles existing wiring harness. Depending on the
end application, and what features are needed, some extra wiring may be required. Extra
crimp pins and plugs are provided to allow the installer to add their own wiring to suit the
application.
The primary function of the Canbus translator is to provide Canbus to Canbus translation.
For this basic setup, only 7 Wires are needed as shown below.
The 12V ignition power wire needs to be tapped off a fused wire (10-20Amps) that is powered up
when the ignition key is in the ON (Engine on) state.
The CAN wires are to be wired up in parallel with the vehicles Canbus wires. (Brown and
Brown/Black for GM, and often Blue and Red for Subaru). Be careful to keep these wires away from
harsh electrical loads or cabling. A few twists within the pair will also help prevent any interference.
PLUG 1 (MAIN PLUG)
PIN

MAIN/STRIPE
COLOUR

1

WHITE

5

BROWN/WHITE

6

8

WHITE/BLUE
BROWN/BLACK
(OR RED)
BROWN (OR
BLUE )

13

GREEN

7

14

3

BLACK

NAME

NOTES
+12V when vehicle ON
0V when vehicle OFF
Optional for Canbus (LS3)

POWER
DIGITAL
INPUT
ANALOG
INPUT

POWER
MIL (FROM ECU)
GROUND SWITCHED
CRUISE CONTROL
RESITANCE INPUT

HS CAN

HS-CAN-H

HS CAN

HS-CAN-L
OIL WARNING (TO DASH)
GROUND SWITCHED

OUTPUT

POWER

GROUND

Ensure the other side of the
cruise control switch is grounded.
The vehicle Canbus, engine
Canbus and translator Canbus are
all tied together.

If throttle pedal conversion is
required, this must be grounded
at the ENGINE. Otherwise ENGINE
or CHASSIS.
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Wiring – Supported Canbus ECU (Optional Extra Wiring)
If you require the functionality beond the basics, some extra wiring is required. Extra wiring is
required for the following functions:
-

Cruise Control (Digital Brake inputs and clutch wiring)
Factory pushbutton start system (Clutch + PB start I/O)
Reverse lamp control
Factory accelerator pedal

Wiring of the plugs are as follows:
PLUG 1 (MAIN PLUG)
PIN

MAIN/STRIPE
COLOUR

1

WHITE

POWER

POWER

2

BROWN/BLACK

DIGITAL
INPUT

BRAKE SWITCH N/O
12V SWITCHED

NAME

NOTES

3

+12V when vehicle ON
0V when vehicle OFF
Required for supported Cruise
Control
0V BRAKE OFF / 12V BRAKE ON
Required for Non-Canbus only

4

Not Required for BRZ/GT86
DIGITAL
INPUT
ANALOG
INPUT

MIL (FROM ECU)
GROUND SWITCHED
CRUISE CONTROL
RESITANCE INPUT

HS CAN

HS-CAN-H

HS CAN
ANALOG
OUTPUT
ANALOG
OUTPUT

HS-CAN-L
GM APP1 SIGNAL
(TO ECU)
GM APP2 SIGNAL
(TO ECU)
BRAKE SWITCH N/C
12V SWITCHED

GREY/RED

DIGITAL
INPUT
DIGITAL
FREQUIENCY
OUTPUT

GREEN

OUTPUT

5

BROWN/WHITE

6

8

WHITE/BLUE
BROWN/BLACK
(OR RED)
BROWN (OR
BLUE )

9

BLUE/WHITE

10

PURPLE

11

RED

12
13

7

14

BLACK

POWER

Optional for Canbus (LS3)
Ensure the other side of the
cruise control switch is grounded.

Used when throttle pedal
conversion is required
Used when throttle pedal
conversion is required
Required for supported Cruise
Control
12V BRAKE OFF / 0V BRAKE ON
Required for pushbutton start

TACHO OUTPUT
(TO PB START MODULE)
OIL WARNING (TO DASH)
GROUND SWITCHED

GROUND

If throttle pedal conversion is
required, this must be grounded
at the ENGINE. Otherwise ENGINE
or CHASSIS.

Plug part number : TE Connectivity 173852-1
Pin part number : TE Connectivity 175026-1
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PLUG 2 (Accelerator Pedal Connector)
PIN

MAIN/STRIPE COLOUR

NAME

1

BLUE

2

WHITE

ANALOG INPUT

APP1 SENSOR (0-5V)

3

BLUE/YELLOW

SENSOR POWER

4

YELLOW/BLACK

SENSOR GROUND

APP1 5V REF
APP2 GND2
(0V REF)

5

ORANGE

ANALOG INPUT

APP2 SENSOR (0-5V)

6

GREEN/BLACK

SENSOR POWER

APP2 5V REF

APP1 GND1
(0V REF)

SENSOR GROUND

Plug part number : Molex 39-01-2060
Pin part number : Molex 39-00-0039
PLUG 3 (EXTRAS PLUG)
PIN

MAIN/STRIPE
COLOUR

NAME

NOTES

DIGITAL
FREQUIENCY
OUTPUT

FUEL PUMP PWM
(GROUND SWITCHED)

DIGITAL
INPUT
ANALOG
OUTPUT

CLUTCH SWITCH
12V SWITCHED
GM CLUTCH SIGNAL
(TO ECU)

RED/BLUE

POWER
OUTPUT

REVERSE LAMPS
( 12V TO REVERSE LAMPS)

5

GREEN/YELLOW

DIGITAL
OUTPUT

ACCESSORY CUT / AC
REQUEST
GROUND SWITCHED

6

GREEN/WHITE

DIGITAL
INPUT
ANALOG
OUTPUT
POWER
SUPPLY

CHASSIS START SIGNAL
GROUND SWITCHED
GM BRAKE SIGNAL /
GM APP3 SIGNAL
REVERSE LAMPS POWER
SUPPLY +12V

1

LIGHT BLUE

2

RED/YELLOW

3

4

7
8

VIOLET

For use with supported Systems.
Wired to the Fuel Pump
Controller. Alternatively wire
pump controller to fuel pump
relay control from the ECU
(Ground Switched)
Required for supported Cruise
Control
12V CLUTCH PRESSED / 0V
CLUTCH RELEASED
Required for supported Cruise
Control
On Supported Canbus systems
with no Reverse lamp switch (e.g.
LS3)
ACCESSORY CUT Required for
pushbutton start
A/C REQUEST output is enabled
when pushbutton start is not
used.
Required for pushbutton start
and supported via Canbus (e.g.
LS3)
If required

Plug part number : Molex 39-01-2080
Pin part number : Molex 39-00-0039
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Wiring –Non-Canbus or not supported ECU
PLUG 1 (MAIN PLUG)
PIN

MAIN/STRIPE
COLOUR

1

WHITE

POWER

NAME

NOTES

POWER

+12V when vehicle ON
0V when vehicle OFF

3

RESISTANCE
INPUT
TEMPERATURE SENDER

4

DIGITAL
PULSE INPUT

TACHO INPUT
GROUND TRIGGERED

5

DIGITAL
INPUT

MIL (FROM ECU)
GROUND SWITCHED

HS CAN

HS-CAN-H

HS CAN

HS-CAN-L

BROWN/BLACK
(OR RED)
BROWN (OR
BLUE )

7
8

14

BLACK

POWER

WIRE TO SUPPORTED ENGINE
TEMERATURE SENDER
If sensor is a 2pin type, ground
the 2nd pin to the engine block
0-12V or 0-5V FREQUENCY
INPUT VIA ECU
DO NOT WIRE DIRECTLY TO
AN IGNITION COIL
Used to operate the MIL LAMP
(Malfunction Indicator Lamp /
Check Engine Lamp)

Must be grounded at the ENGINE
(or same ground point as the
temperature sender)

GROUND

Plug part number : TE Connectivity 173852-1
Pin part number : TE Connectivity 175026-1

PLUG 3 (EXTRAS PLUG)
PIN

MAIN/STRIPE
COLOUR

DIGITAL
OUTPUT

5

NAME

NOTES

AIR CONDITIONING
REQUEST
(GROUND SWITCHED)

Output is grounded when the
BRZ/GT86 ai conditioning is
requested via the A/C Controller.
To be wired into the ECU is A/C is
to be used.

Plug part number : Molex 39-01-2080
Pin part number : Molex 39-00-0039
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Operation
The Canbus Translator once set up, does not need any ongoing user interaction. It can be
hidden away.
The translator has a small screen which allows it to display the operating status, and allows
the user to configure certain settings during the setup procedure.
The screen defaults to a main page on powerup. This shows most of the important
information and status of the Canbus communication. There are a few other pages that give
more detailed information on the inputs and outputs of the translator, and these pages are
navigated using the CANCEL button of the cruise control switch.
The default page, with a description of the display information is shown in the diagram
below.

RUNNING
INDICATOR

ACCELERATOR
PEDAL POSITION

CANBUS
COMMUNICATIONS
WITH VEHICLE

CANBUS
COMMUNICATIONS
WITH ENGINE
(CANBUS MODELS)

(IF USED)

SETUP FOR
MANUAL/AUTOMATIC
CHASSIS
AIR CONDITIONING
REQUEST TO ENGINE
ECU VIA A/C UNT
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Screen navigation via the cruise control CANCEL button is as per the following sequence.

MAIN SCREEN

CANCEL BUTTON

DIGITAL INPUT STATUS SCREEN

CANCEL BUTTON

ANALOG INPUT / OUTPUT STATUS SCREEN

CANCEL BUTTON

DIGITAL OUPUT STATUS SCREEN

CANCEL BUTTON

SETTINGS SCREEN

CANCEL BUTTON (SHORT PRESS)
11

SETTING ADJUSTMENT
SCREEN

CANCEL BUTTON (3 SECOND PRESS)
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Digital Inputs
BRAKE SWITCH N/O
-

Turns ON when input active (12V applied to input). Wired to the Brake switch “Normally
Open” contact

BRAKE SWITCH N/C
-

Inverse of the N/O input, is OFF when input active (12V applied to input). Wired to the Brake
switch “Normally Closed” contact

CLUTCH SWITCH
-

Is ON when there is no connection. Is OFF when 12V applied. Wired to the top clutch switch
which pressed when the clutch is released (applying 12V). The switch is open circuit when
the clutch pedal is pressed partially or fully.

MIL INPUT
-

Is ON when the MIL input is grounded (by the Engine Control Unit). This input is not required
if the MIL lamp is transmitted over Canbus.

TEST MODE
-

Is ON when the translator is in TEST MODE. TEST MODE is activated by the internal DIP
switch bank on the circuit board.

VEHICLE START SIGNAL
-

Is ON when the translator receives a START command from the pushbutton start models. It
is not used in key start models

TACHO INPUT STATE
-

12

Changes from HIGH to LOW depending on the Tachometer input and whether the input level
is 12Volt or 0Volt. This is only used on non-Canbus setups and will alternate between LOW
and HIGH during engine rotation.
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Analog Inputs/Outputs
APPx IN / APPx OUT
-

Status of the Accelerator Pedal Position Sensor input and output voltages (if used).

Cruise Sw Volts
-

Voltage of the Cruise switch input. Varies between 0 and 5Volts depending on what button
of the cruise control switch is pressed

Brake Output
-

Voltage of the Analog Brake output simulation (if used)

Clutch Output
-

Voltage of the Analog Clutch output simulation (if used)

Digital Outputs
OIL PRESSURE LAMP
-

Status of the pressure lamp output (Canbus models only).

ACC. RELAY CUT SIGNAL
-

Status of the Accessory Relay Cut signal output (Pushbutton Start Canbus models only).

FUEL PUMP PWM
-

Status of the Fuel Pump PWM. This will be ON when the engine is running or on startup
(Supported Canbus Models only).

TACHO TO PB START
-

This will be ON when the engine is running (Pushbutton Start models only).

AIR CONDITIONING PWM
-

This will be ON when the Air Conditioning compressor is active (Optional).

A/C REQUEST OUT
-
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This will be ON when the air conditioning is requested (non-Canbus models only).
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Settings – Software Configurable





To alter settings, on the SETTING screen, hold the cruise control CANCEL button for a few
seconds until SETTINGS MODE ENABLED is displayed. The engine must be switched off.
Press the cruise control + or – buttons to increase the currently highlighted parameter
(highlighted with |
| symbols)
Move to the next parameter by pressing the cruise control CANCEL button
Once the last parameter is highlighted, hold the cruise control CANCEL button to save he
settings. You will need to turn the vehicle off and back on again for the new settings to come
into effect.

TRACTION CONTROL GAIN
The traction control translation has a user adjustable calibration. A calibration value of 100(%)
roughly equals the calibration of the original BRZ/86/FRS. This can be adjusted from 50% (more
aggressive torque reduction) to 200% (less torque reduction – more power allowed). Two calibration
values are provided, one for when the traction control/VDC is in “Normal” mode. The other when in
“Sport Mode”
This traction control system has been thoroughly tested on all types of road conditions and the best
calibration values were found to be 105%. To give it a little extra slip, the “Sport” calibration value is
best to have around 110%.
If the calibration value is too low, once traction is lost (even mild traction loss), the engine will cut
too much power, providing full grip again and 100% throttle, which can then loose traction quickly
again and the have another big loss of power, these surges happen rapidly up to several times a
second.
If the calibration value is too high, the engine does not cut enough power to keep the car stable and
the VDC system cannot correct it, which prevents the system from working as intended.
A correctly calibrated traction control system will drop then engine output to allow a limited amount
of slip while keeping the car in the direction of the steering wheel with minmal under/over steer.

ACCELERATOR PEDAL CALIBRATION
The Canbus Translator can convert accelerator pedal analog voltages from one system to another.
The accelerator input comes programmed to suit the vehicle it is installed into and can be connected
to the pedal using a pre-made cable using the middle connector on the translator.
The accelrator pedal analog outputs can be programmed to suit the inputs required by the engine
management system. It can provide up to three analog outputs from 0-4.1Volts.
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To program the accelerator pedal outputs, you will need to obtain the pedal input requirements for
your system. For the LS3, APP1 ranges from 1.0V (0% Pedal), to 4.0V (100% Pedal). APP2 is 0.5V (0%
Pedal) to 2.0V (100% Pedal).
The pedal output can also be inverted so can be programmed as an example to be 4.0V (0%)
throttle, to 1.0V (100% Throttle).
If the APP3 ouput is not required, set APP3 0% and 100% to 0.0V and this will enable the APP3
output to be an analog brake travel simulated output.

CLUTCH and BRAKE PEDAL ANALOG OUTPUT CALIBRATION
The canbus translator can simulate analog clutch or brake pedal travel sensors using the status of
the clutch and brake digital inputs.
The clutch analog output is required for LS3 cruise control functionality and pushbutton start (if the
clutch/start interlock is not disabled in the tune).
A clutch re-learn procedure with a diagnostic tool may be required for new sysems.

NUMBER OF CYLINDERS
The number of tachometer pulses per engine revolution can vary, depending on the number of
cylinders the engine has. Set the NUMBER OF CYLINDERS parameter to suit the number of cylinders
of the engine. If th Tachometer is nor reading the correct value, this value can be adjusted to suit.
The translator accepts two to 16 cylinders.
TEMPERATURE SENDER
A number of different temperature sender parameters are programmed into the Translator.
Choose the sender that matches the sender installed in the engine. The different values that can be
used are as follows:
-

Universal FORD/MAZDA TCS024
SUBARU (Gauge sender)
TOYOTA TTS006
FORD FALCON TTS032
GM/AC DELCO 12551708

If you hae a temperature sender that is not listed, it can be added by contacting AGT Engineering if
you can provide either the resitance/temperature equation (or graph) or provide a few resistance
values at a few different temperatures from 20 to 100degC
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Settings – Hardware Configurable
The Canbus Translator has four switches located on the circuit board and is set up by AGT to suit the
desired application, however these can also be changed by the user when accessed by unscrewing
the front case.

CANBUS/NON-CANBUS ENGINE SELECTOR
If the engine management system has Canbus Supported by the Translator (such as LS2/LS3 and late
model Ford), the switch should be positioned towards the top of the board. In this case, the
translator will support more features as the amount of data over the Canbus network exceeds what
can be achieved with individual sensor wiring. The amount of functions supported vary depending
on the engine model.
If the engine management system does not use Canbus, or is not yet supported by the Canbus
Translator, the switch should be positioned towards the bottom of the board. In this case, the
translator will use a hard wired Tachometer input and a temperature input to provide basic Canbus
messages to provide near full instrument cluster and some vehicle functionality.
UPGRADE/TEST MODE

This should be in the NORMAL position.
TEST MODE can be set after the unit is powered up. In this mode, the Revese Lamps will
cycle on and off and the Tacho will display an RPM depending on the accelerator pedal
position (if used). Do not leave the switch in the UPGRADE/TEST MODE position, as doing so
will put the unit into upgrade mode if it is repowered in this state.
Detail on upgrading the software is detailed in a separate manual.
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AUTO/MANUAL SELECTOR

If the vehicle chassis was originally automatic, set this to AUTO, otherwise, set it to
MANUAL.
SCREEN ENABLE/DISABLE
Set to ENABLE if the screen is installed. If there is no screen, set to DISABLE.

Troubleshooting
UNIT DOES NOT POWER UP

Check the power supply to the 14pin plug and wether it is getting ~12V between the POWER
and GROUND pins (1 and 14). There is also a power LED located underneath the screen
(removal of front cover required).
UNIT POWERS UP BUT NOT FUNCTIONING

Check that the translator is communicating to the vehicle (SUBCAN flashing). If this is not
flashing check the unit is wired to the Canbus network. Make sue the Canbus High and Low
wires are the correct way (try swapping them to be sure). Do a Canbus diagnostics on the
vehicle using an OBDII tester or as per the BRZ/GT86/FRS manual.
Check that the translator is communicating with the ECU (supported Canbus ECU’s will have
the LSCAN flashing). Check that the ECU Canbus High/Low are the correct way around and
that the ECU is supported by the translator.
MOST THINGS WORK APART FROM XXXX

Check the data on the main screen and inputs/outputs associated with the system that is
not working, is behaving as expected.
Scan the relevant system with an OBDII scanner. With major modifcations such as an engine
swap, often in conjuction with other modifications, there are a number of things that might
cause issues due to extend of various modifications.
With the engine, there can be some trouble codes arise, particularly when things like MAF
and o2 sensors are deleted. These needs to be altered in the tune. Engine related codes can
prevent the cruise control from engaging.
With the ABS unit, some users are experiencing issues getting the ABS and traction control
error lamps. This has often ended up been caused by other faults such as wheel speed
sensors and steering angle sensor errors. Unfortunately ABS errors can only be scanned
using factory or high end scan tools.
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